Petroleum Economist is seeking an Americas Editor

Petroleum Economist has remained the indispensable authority on energy since its inception in 1934. The brand’s coverage goes beyond the headlines, giving subscribers essential insight into global oil and gas politics and markets. Our readers use our intelligence to form commercial strategy, whether they lead state-owned or privately held companies.

We are seeking an enthusiastic, knowledgeable and dedicated Editor to join the team based in Houston, TX.

Excellent compensation package for the right candidate. Flexible schedule.

Job Description

- Writing, commissioning and editing Americas sections – both print and digital
- Researching, and writing three reportage pieces a year. This will involve travel across the Americas, and filing copy to the editor in chief
- Filing two pieces of web content per week
- Supporting commercial department by developing concepts of Thought Leadership pieces
- Moderating webcasts
- Attending PE events – moderating and/or acting as a panellists
- Attending and covering industry events
- Acting as regular Petroleum Economist ambassador in Houston and other major US energy hubs
- Attending weekly and monthly editorial meetings via video link

Skill Requirements

- Intricate knowledge of the various American physical energy markets (North, South and Central)
- Outstanding editing skills
- Excellent ability to produce a variety of types of content, from original reportage pieces, to news analysis, interviews, and thought leadership pieces
- Ability to direct print and online sectors, working within the brief put forward by the editor in chief and Petroleum Economist’s longer term editorial narrative and quality
- Ability and energy to travel regularly
- Capability to work independently, yet as part of a team when required to do so